Abstract
Modern marketing is more than just make a good product, establish an attractive price for it and make it accessible to target consumers. Firms must communicate, both with their current customers and with the potential. To communicate effectively, they sign contracts with advertising agencies, employs specialists in direct advertising, in sales promotion and sign contracts with firms specializing in public relations, Which follows to advertise the product and to impose on the market the company's image 1 Figure. 1. Scheme to communication process Given the importance of using financial resources as effectively, a firm-level decision makers have to choose between advertising and public relations which is considered the most effective promotional tools that can call.
Advertising -generalizations and features
Advertising is any paid form of impersonal presentation and promotion of ideas, goods or services to someone who can be identified 2 . Advertising objectives can be classified according to what is intended to be achieved: to inform, persuade or remind. Advertising can be used both to create an image for a product and to boost sales. In terms of its quality, may be mentioned the following: is a means of communication to the general public, is persuasive, presents an expressive strength and non-personal character, is a highly partisan character, answering motto: "to communicate to sell", is the great subject and messages sent are almost perfectly controlled by the promoter 3 . In terms of budgets, through television advertising requires a huge budget, while other forms of advertising such as that carried in newspapers, can be achieved with relatively low budgets. When an organization chooses advertising as a means of communication, it can use the following tools: advertisements printed or broadcast on radio or television; outside / inside the packaging; films; brochures, leaflets, posters; billboards, display of logos; posters displayed at point of sale; audio-visual materials.
Public Relations -generalizations and features
Public relations can be defined by the fact that follow build good relations with its public by obtaining favorable publicity, by imposing a favorable image and by managing and defusing rumors, news and bad events. Public relations appear as a means of communication between an organization and its publics, it helps the managers to know the attitudes of public and can make decisions and help the public understand the specific organization and trust it 4 . The impact of public relations we have within the organization is primarily due to its three distinct features: high degree of credibility -news and reports seem more credible than advertising specific ads, lack of public reticence -message reaches the target audience for a news, not strictly interested in a communication to achieve the act of sale, presentation -they can, like advertising, to make a company or product presentation . Currently, public relations is found in all activities and important social and political moments, in almost all institutions, in preparing and carrying out major sports and cultural events, in crisis situations and those of normality. Public relations is a complex area that specialists should respond to public desires, maintaining favorable Both publicity and public relations are quality variable acting a long-term and psychological level. Efficient use their in the current period is quantify by the financial resources used and achieving the proposed objectives. Advertising is a field where risk and uncertainty is high, planning activities play an essential role.
Conclusions
Currently the number of those who use the services of public relations is growing, which is applied both in the marketing mix to promote brands as well for corporate communication 6 . Public relations have acquired a great importance for the management of a company, that help the company to communicate better what is its i: objects, values that characterize one, relationships with the community in which they operate, internal changes or any other information of interest to the public. In the top public relations services that appeals to most find relationships with media companies, followed by organizing events and environmental monitoring 7 . The advantage of using public relations activity is not only much lower in cost compared to advertising, but that I can attract a number of increasingly large consumer of those who reject advertisements, considering them too interested . Since both publicity and public relations help to promote a product or organization, they can be used in conjunction. When I want to market launch of a product / organization is more efficient if the target audience is informed in a first stage through a public relations campaign. The score is to create an attitude of acceptance from public, advertising actions becoming more efficient both in terms of achieving objectives and in financial terms.
